Railway Recruitment Board
Patna

Date: 09.04.2016

RESULT FOR VERIFICATION OF CERTIFICATE

As a result of written examination held on 16.09.2012 for the post of Sr. Section Engineer (Mechanical/Carriage & Wagon, Sr. Section Engineer (Mech./Elect.)/(Dsl. Mech.)/(Dsl. Elect.)/Loco & Sr. Section Engineer (Track Machine), Category No. 7, 8 & 23 respectively of CEN-01/2012, candidates bearing the following Roll Nos. have been found eligible for Verification of Original Certificates (VOC) as well as their identity.

They are requested to report to RRB, Mahendrugha, Patna for Verification of Original Certificates on the date and time mentioned below. Intimation letters for Verification are being despatched to the candidates individually.

The result is provisional subject to verification of original certificates and fulfilling the conditions laid down in the Employment Notice in respect of eligibility for the post. The following result is not in order of merit. Roll Numbers of candidates have been arranged horizontally in ascending order.

MAIN LIST

Date of Verification:- 26.04.2016, Reporting Time:- 09:30 hrs.
Post:- Sr. Section Engineer (Mechanical/Carriage & Wagon), Category No. -7 of CEN-01/2012
261210710000239 261210710000250 26121074000022 26121074000080 26121074000221 (Five candidates)
Post:- Sr. Section Engineer (Mech./Elect.)/(Dsl. Mech.)/(Dsl. Elect.)/Loco, Category No. -8 of CEN-01/2012
26121081000005 26121084000005 26121084000104 (Three candidates)
Post:- Sr. Section Engineer (Track Machine), Category No. -23 of CEN-01/2012
26121231000031 26121231000348 26121231000819 26121231000944 26121231000985 (Two candidates)
26121231001062 26121231001012 261212310011212 26121231001410 26121231001489 26121231001537 26121232000187 (Two candidates)
26121232000188 26121232000215 26121232000334 26121232000343 26121233000008 26121234000029 (Two candidates)
261212340000285 26121234000050 26121234000051 26121234000054 26121234000053 26121234000058 26121234000069 261212340000717 261212340000728 (Two candidates)
26121234000923 26121234001054 261212340001165 (Twenty seven candidates)

WAITLISTED CANDIDATES

Date of Verification:- 26.04.2016, Reporting Time:- 14:30 hrs.
Post:- Sr. Section Engineer (Mechanical/Carriage & Wagon), Category No. -7 of CEN-01/2012
26121071000227 26121074000258 (Two candidates)
Post:- Sr. Section Engineer (Mech./Elect.)/(Dsl. Mech.)/(Dsl. Elect.)/Loco, Category No. -8 of CEN-01/2012
26121081000010 26121081000020 26121084000064 (Two candidates)
Post:- Sr. Section Engineer (Track Machine), Category No. -23 of CEN-01/2012
26121231000524 26121231000802 26121232000234 26121232000253 26121233000003 261212340000195 (Ten candidates)
26121234000323 26121234000386 26121234000544 26121234001140 (Ten candidates)

In order to take care of the shortfall in the formation of the original panel, the number of candidates being called for document verification is 30% more than the actual number of vacancies (wherever such number of candidates is available). This 30% is shown as waitlisted candidates. It is also made clear that merely calling a candidate in the Main List or in the Wait List for document verification does not in any way entitle him/her for final empanelment/appointment on the Railways. The candidature of all the above mentioned candidates are purely provisional and subject to correction/amendment arising out of their entitlement and eligibility in all respects for which the administration reserves the right to rectify the error at any stage from empanelment to appointment, and even after appointment.

Candidates who fail to attend the Verification of Certificate (VOC) on the scheduled date shall be given 2nd chance for VOC on 16.05.2016 at 13:30 hrs. but such candidates should have a valid reason with supporting documents for not attending the VOC on their scheduled date. No separate call letter will be issued for 2nd VOC. No further chance will be given for VOC or submission of certificates and the candidature of the candidates will stand cancelled.

Date: 09.04.2016

[Signature]
9/4/10/46
INSTRUCTION TO THE CANDIDATES FOR ATTENDING DOCUMENT VERIFICATION

1. The candidates are hereby directed to bring all the relevant documents IN ORIGINAL along with one set of Photostat copies duly attested/self-attested in respect of –
   (i) Matriculation/High School Examination Certificate or Equivalent certificate (Proof for Date of Birth and Matric Qualification).
   (ii) Diploma / Degree Certificate (As applicable).
   (iv) Caste Certificate for OBC - Annexure-4.(Current OBC certificate not older than one year on the date of VOC as well as old OBC certificate applicable at the time of applying for the post)
   (v) Income Certificate for Waiving Examination Fee - Annexure-7.
   (vi) Medical Certificate for Persons with Disabilities (PWD) - Annexure-9.
   (vii) NOC from serving employees/Ex-Servicemen.
   (viii) Minority declaration on Non-judicial Stamp Paper.

Candidates applying against vacancies reserved / or seeking age-relaxation must submit the requisite/relevant certificate in original from the competent authority, in the prescribed format at the time of Document Verification. Otherwise, their claim for SC/ST/OBC/Ex-SM/PWD status will not be entertained and their candidature/ applications will be considered under General (UR) category, if eligible.

2. Candidate must ensure that his/her name, date of birth, father name and other particulars in the original certificates should match with entries made in application.

3. In case of variation in name /father’s name/initial etc. necessary affidavit to be obtained from notary stating the name as filled in application and that appearing in all certificates refers to the same person and submitted at the time of verification.

4. You are also required to submit 03 copies of your recent passport size photograph.

5. Candidates may be required to stay for more than one day, if necessary.

6. No further time will be allowed for submission of certificates.

7. As per para 14.04 of CEN No. 01/2012 Furnishing of any false information to the RRB or deliberate suppression of any information at any stage will render the candidate disqualified and debarred from appearing at any selection or examination for appointment on the Railways or to any other Government service and if appointed the service of such candidate is liable to be terminated.

8. Candidates once empanelled for any of the posts depending on his/her choice/ merit position will not be considered for alternative appointment later if he/she is found medically unfit.

While every care has been taken in preparing the above result, Railway Recruitment Board, Patna will not be responsible for any typographical error and reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions, if any.

This result is also available at our web site www.rrbpatna.gov.in.
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